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tations of even moderate acrellge, unless the steepness or roughness of
the land prevents the u,se of a barrel or power sprayer. Knapsack sprayers have been tried with satisfactory results' at the Experiment
Station.
The ,. Excelsior" (Fig 3) manufactured by William Stahl, Quincy, Ill..
and listed at twelve dollars, has given good results.
Figure 4 represents the "Galloway"
sprayer, with a kerosene attachment which walt

FIG. 4.

recently designed by Professor H. E. Weed of the Mississippi Experiment Station.
It is sold by the Deming Company, Salem, Ohio. This
apparatus has been tested by the entomologist of our station, who considers it an excellent pump.
The kerosene attachment is a new feature
in connection with knapsack sprayers.
It is arranged so as to mix
the kerosene with water while operating the machine.
The atLachment
may be removed at will from the main pump.
CART

AND

BARREL

SPRAYERS.

The cart and barrel sprayers are almost exclusively used in treating
large plantations
of orchard fruits, vineyards, small fruits, potatoes.
etc. The tanks consist of tight boxes or, more commonly, barrels
mounted on low sleds, carts or wagons, and drawn by hand or horse
power.
Pumps should have cylinders measuring at least two and onehalf inches in diameter.
They may be mounted on the top or, preferably, on the side of the barrels.
This style is commendable
on
account of the powerful pump, large tank, ease in conveying the solution and operating the pump, and rapidity in applying the solution by

FIG. 7.

Figure 7 shows an outfit with the barrel mounted for pushing by
hand.
It is sold for nineteen dollars by the Field Force Pump Com~
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